EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY

Come to Silicon Valley and work with USGS and NASA on the next generation of Drones to solve challenges here on Earth, and beyond.

The qualifications:
• A student or professional with a Bachelor’s in engineering, physical sciences, or a related degree
• Ready to work in the hangar with a team of NASA engineers and scientists
• Ready to work in the field with USGS operators and scientists

The position:
• Integrating next-generation sensors and instrumentation on experimental drones
• Transferring and deploying this technology to respond to eruptions, landslides, earthquakes and topographic, hydrographic and wildlife surveys

The employment details:
• Research Engineer (salary range $75-$98k depending on qualifications) with promotion potential
• Work at NASA Ames/USGS Moffett Field

United States Department of the Interior
United States Geological Survey
Building 556
USGS Moffett Field, CA

Application Deadline: December 20, 2019
To Apply: visit and apply at https://www.usgs.gov/centers/innovation